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Prometheus Books, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A unique approach to the philosophy of science that focuses on the liveliest and most
important controversies surrounding science Is science more rational or objective than any other
intellectual endeavor? Are scientific theories accurate depictions of reality or just useful devices for
manipulating the environment? These core questions are the focus of this unique approach to the
philosophy of science. Unlike standard textbooks, this book does not attempt a comprehensive
review of the entire field, but makes a selection of the most vibrant debates and issues. The author
tackles such stimulating questions as: Can science meet the challenges of skeptics? Should science
address questions traditionally reserved for philosophy and religion? Further, does science leave
room for human values, free will, and moral responsibility? Written in an accessible, jargon-free
style, the text succinctly presents complex ideas in an easily understandable fashion. By using
numerous examples taken from diverse areas such as evolutionary theory, paleontology, and
astronomy, the author piques readers curiosity in current scientific controversies. Concise
bibliographic essays at the end of each chapter invite readers to sample ideas different from the
ones offered in the text...
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Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication readily available. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this created e pdf. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i recommended this book to find out.
-- V innie Gr a nt-- V innie Gr a nt
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